
The Fine Print Disclaimer: This is the Rule Book. Please ensure you read it COMPLETELY and understand its contents before playing your first game... DUH!
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Designer Inc’s latest game title ’Black 
Souls’ has achieved international success! Hailed 
as one of the toughest games ever, it has attracted 
millions of hardcore gamers. The secret behind 
this huge success lies not in just making an 
extremely difficult game. Anyone can do that. 
The true challenge lies in balancing it to be as 
difficult as possible, but still fair enough that the 
very best players can survive to the end. Alas, 
the game studio is heavily short staffed and the 
management is looking to hire one more Game 
Designer for developing more content.

You have been given a rare opportunity to 
be hired by Designer Inc as a level designer, an 
integral part of Black Souls’ development team! 
As one of the finalist candidates, you must prove 
your designing skills under the judging eyes of 
your future employers in an ’Early Beta Access’ 
trial to create a level that best reflects the spirit 
of Black Souls - a very difficult, yet fair game. A 
group of seasoned playtesters will be sent to try 
out your carefully designed level, and provide 
feedback on whether they like or dislike it. If the 
level is too easy, they would not feel challenged at 
all. If it is too hard, they would all be killed and 
find it unfair. Who will be the final candidate to 
be inducted into the ranks of Designer Inc?

This is a game about making a game!

1. Give each designer a (A) Design Board, a Meeple, a Hack Card and a set of 6 Bid Cards. Place the (B) Hack cards in front of each 
designer on the table with the black side face-up. Bid Cards  are kept in hand. Place the (C) Turn Order Card in the middle.

2. Shuffle all the (D) Quirk Cards facedown and randomly assign 3 to each designer, who then choose to keep 2 and discard 1. These 
are secret goals that designers can each fulfil by the end of the game. Designers may look at their own hidden Quirk Cards at any time. Only 
the assigned designer of a Quirk Card can complete it. Thematically, the cards represent the unique gaming preference of the playtesters for 
the session. If designers can appeal to their taste in gaming, they gain bonus brownie points when the playtesters write their reports later.

3. Randomly open another 3 (E) Quirk Cards and place them face up in the middle of the play area. These are the public goals that 
can be fulfilled by anyone. Thematically, these are the commonly known preferences of the playtesters that everyone is aware of.

4. Each designer then forms an initial party of 4 (F) Cubes (one of each of the 4 colors - Red, Blue, Green, Yellow) Then 
shuffle all the Party Cards facedown to form the (G) Party Deck and reveal the top card, one at a time. Each time, add the amount 
of Cubes depicted on the revealed card into each designer’s party. (yes, all designers start with the same exact party mix) Stop 
drawing as soon as the parties have at least 10 Cubes each. There is a limit of 5 Cubes per type. Excess Cubes of the same type 
are returned to the supply. Thematically, this represents the initial playtesting party trying out the levels for the current session. 
Each Cube is a ’tester’ playing the game as a specific role, with Red being a Fighter class, Blue being a Mage class, and Green 
being a Healer class. There is also a 4th color Yellow, representing a Champion class that acts like a wild color during the game.

Set Up
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1. Give each designer a (A) Design Board, a Meeple, a Hack Card and a set of 6 Bid Cards. Place the (B) Hack cards in front of each 
designer on the table with the black side face-up. Bid Cards  are kept in hand. Place the (C) Turn Order Card in the middle.

2. Shuffle all the (D) Quirk Cards facedown and randomly assign 3 to each designer, who then choose to keep 2 and discard 1. These 
are secret goals that designers can each fulfil by the end of the game. Designers may look at their own hidden Quirk Cards at any time. Only 
the assigned designer of a Quirk Card can complete it. Thematically, the cards represent the unique gaming preference of the playtesters for 
the session. If designers can appeal to their taste in gaming, they gain bonus brownie points when the playtesters write their reports later.

3. Randomly open another 3 (E) Quirk Cards and place them face up in the middle of the play area. These are the public goals that 
can be fulfilled by anyone. Thematically, these are the commonly known preferences of the playtesters that everyone is aware of.

4. Each designer then forms an initial party of 4 (F) Cubes (one of each of the 4 colors - Red, Blue, Green, Yellow) Then 
shuffle all the Party Cards facedown to form the (G) Party Deck and reveal the top card, one at a time. Each time, add the amount 
of Cubes depicted on the revealed card into each designer’s party. (yes, all designers start with the same exact party mix) Stop 
drawing as soon as the parties have at least 10 Cubes each. There is a limit of 5 Cubes per type. Excess Cubes of the same type 
are returned to the supply. Thematically, this represents the initial playtesting party trying out the levels for the current session. 
Each Cube is a ’tester’ playing the game as a specific role, with Red being a Fighter class, Blue being a Mage class, and Green 
being a Healer class. There is also a 4th color Yellow, representing a Champion class that acts like a wild color during the game.

Component List

Design Board x 6

Cave Assets x 24

Dungeon Assets x 24

Outdoor Assets x 24

Meeples x 6

Drawbag x 1

Cubes x 120
(30 x 4 colors)

Shrine Tokens x 16
Tavern Tokens x 16

Turn Order Card x 1

Party Cards x 12

Hack Cards x 6

Bid Cards x 42

Quirk Cards x 20

......6 Reference Cards & This Manual3



Playing The Game

Black Souls is played in two phases - the Design Phase, followed by the Gameplay Phase. During Design Phase, the 
designers build up their individual game levels across 12 turns, ultimately filling up each Design Board with 12 different 
game tiles (also known as Assets). Once all Design Boards have been filled with 12 Assets, the Gameplay Phase occurs.

Design Phase
1. Place all tiles (also known as Assets) not already on a designer’s Design Board into the Drawbag, then randomly 

draw out Assets equal to the number of designers (Still draw 3 Assets for 2 designers) Place them in the middle area, 
known as the Asset Pool. 

2. Designers then secretly select one of their Bid Cards (valued 1 - 6) and reveal them simultaneously. The highest 
value card played allows its owner to go first in selecting an Asset from the Asset Pool, followed by the next highest 
and so on. Place each designer’s Meeple onto the Turn Order Card according to the new turn sequence, in case 
anyone forgets the turn order at any point. On each Bid Card, there is also a secondary effect that will trigger. These 
effects always take place as soon as they are played, and occur before any Asset is chosen.

3.  After a designer has chosen an Asset from the Asset Pool, the newly acquired Asset is immediately placed onto the 
individual designers’ Design Boards with the values face-up. The designer must decide the level on which to place 
the new Asset, be it on Level 1, 2 OR 3 of his Design Board. There is a placement condition for the different Levels. 
On Levels 1 (the bottom tier) and 3 (the top tier) the Asset must be placed in order from left to right, always filling 
the leftmost space available first. If the designer chooses to place the new Asset on level 2 instead (the middle tier), 
then the Asset must be placed in order from right to left, always filling the rightmost space available first. There are 
3 types of  Assets - Cave, Outdoor, and Dungeon. Bonuses are given to designers who can connect similar types.

4. Repeat from step 1 again until all Design Boards have 12 Assets. Then the Gameplay Phase occurs - See below 
section ’Preparing For Gameplay Phase’.

In Example 1 on the left, the RED spots are where a designer can place his first Asset. In Example 2 on the right, it is
turn 4 of the Design Phase and the designer can place his next Asset on any of the RED spots.
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On a tie (more than 1 designer playing the same value Bid Card), all involved designers go last! (Even if they played 
a high value) On top of that, their Bid Cards’ secondary effects do not trigger too! This is when a designer may use the 
Hack ability (more on Hack Pg. 7), which allows him to avoid losing the effect of his secondary effect during a tie. Among 
the tied designers, the play order follows the previous turn. If designer A and B tied, and designer B had her turn before 
A in the previous turn, she will continue to have her turn before A in this new turn. If designers tie in the first turn of the 
game, the play order ascends from the youngest first. The Bid Card value 3’s secondary effect will always trigger, even if 
tied. If there are multiple ties across different values, the higher value ties go first before the lower value ties.

Ties During Bidding

Tavern & Shrine Tokens
During the Gameplay Phase, when a party arrives at an Asset with a Tavern Token, the designer of that party may 

choose to add 1 Cube of any color (except yellow) from the supply to his party. If a party arrives at an Asset with a Shrine 
Token instead, the designer of that party may choose to revive one dead member of his choice (again, no yellow) It is 
also up to the designer to decide the order of whether to resolve the Asset’s Threat first or to resolve the Token on it first.

There is a limit of ONE Token per Asset, and Special Assets can never have Tokens on them - Special Assets are 
basically Assets with any of the icons: Boss/ Merchant/ Shrine/ Tavern/ Treasure (more on Special Asset Reference Pg. 9)

Bid Card Value 3
If a designer plays the Bid Card value 3, he takes all previously played Bid Cards back into hand. This card CANNOT 

be used if your previous Bid Card was a value 2 or 3 unless it is the last card in your hand. If you do so, its effects do 
not trigger and the only way you can get back your Bid Cards is to use up your entire hand!

Also, when a designer plays the Bid Card value 3, all OTHER designers must place their Assets face-down this turn! 
Face-down Assets can only be flipped back up in the Gameplay Phase, when their parties arrive at them. Otherwise, 
they remain on their side with no game values shown. The Bid Card value 3’s effects always trigger, even if tied.
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1. Starting from the Lead Candidate, and then in clockwise direction, designers take turns deciding if they will 
use their Hack ability for the current Asset. If anyone triggers their Hack, all parties in the game do not suffer 
any loss for this Asset - unless the Hack was a 2-charge Mega Hack, which then only affects the designer’s own 
party. Important: Bosses ignore Hacks and still kill off party members.

2. Once Hack usage has been decided, all designers simultaneously resolve the Assets on which their Meeples are 
placed. If it is a face-down Asset, flip it face-up now. All Assets in the game have 4 values - The first value in red 
(known as the Fighter Threat) shows how many fighters will die in that Asset, the second in blue (Mage Threat) 
shows how many mages will die, the third in green (Healer Threat) shows how many healers will die and the 
fourth shows the Difficulty of that Asset. Designers only choose to resolve just ONE of the three Threat values 
- to kill off the fighters, the mages OR the healers in their parties. The challenge of the game is to make clever 
decisions by balancing as much deaths in a party as possible, but still keep at least a couple alive to the very end.

Gameplay Phase

If a designer cannot resolve ANY of the three Threat values on his Asset because he lacks the correct amount of 
Cubes in his party, he must resolve the Threat where he is most able to fulfil, and any leftover Cubes not fulfilled must 
be carried over and resolved by the remaining colors of the designer’s choice. If a designer ends up with no Cubes 
remaining, then his party has been wiped out. It is common for parties to be WIPED - such is the spirit of the game!

Wiping out a Party

The Value X
On some Assets, you will see the occasional X for a Threat value. This means that you will lose ALL of that 

type of party members if you choose to resolve that Threat. If you had 4 Fighters and you chose to resolve a 
Red X, you would lose all 4 Fighters. Similarly if you had just 1 Fighter, and you chose to resolve the Red X, 
you would only lose that 1 Fighter. However there is a condition when choosing to resolve an X. You MUST 
first have at least 1 member alive of that type in your party to resolve an X. Hint: If you had none of that type, 
a single Champion can clear it for you since he is a wild color.
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3. After all designers have resolved the Assets on which their Meeples are placed, move all Meeples over to the 
next Asset, following the arrow direction. Repeat from Step 1 again until all parties are either wiped out or have 
resolved the 12th Asset. When that happens, the game has ended! See the last page for scoring.

After resolving the last Asset on level 1, all designers then move their Meeples up to level 2, starting from the 
rightmost Asset this time and progressing to the left - still resolving one Asset at a time. Finally when the last Asset 
of level 2 is resolved, all Meeples are moved up to level 3. The Assets are resolved from left to right on this final level.

Hack Ability
Each designer can activate their Hack ability up to TWO times per game. When a designer clashes during the 
Design Phase, he can ignore the clash penalty and still activate his Bid Card’s secondary ability as well as retain 
his Bid Card’s number for turn order sequence. At the end of the game, each unused Hack grants 1 Design Point!
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At the end of a game, all designers will gain Design Points (DP) across multiple categories! The designer with the 
highest DP total wins and becomes the newest member of Designer Inc! If multiple designers tie for highest score, the 
designer with the most Champions alive wins. If it is still a tie, the designer with the highest Difficulty level wins. In 
the rare event it is still a tie, they all win together - Designer Inc is impressed with all of them and hires them altogether.

Ending The Game

Playtester Reports
Each designer reveals his two Quirk Cards and checks for successful completion, each of which scores 2 DP. 

Assigned Quirk Cards can only be completed by their own designers. The three face-up public Quirks are then checked 
for successful completion by each designer. Note that a few rare Quirks only score 1 DP.

Level Fluidity
Designers score 1 DP if they manage to connect 5 Assets of the same type - Cave/ Dungeon/ Outdoor. They score 2 

DP instead, if they manage to connect 6 or 7 Assets of the same type. If they connect at least 8 Assets of the same type, 
then the score is 4 DP instead. Note that each designer may only score this once - on their longest connection.

Level Challenge
DESIGNERS WHOSE PARTIES HAVE BEEN WIPED CANNOT GAIN DP FROM THIS CATEGORY!

It is RARE for parties to survive to the end. This bonus is a special reward for those who make it! All designers score 
1 DP for every 3 dead members in their party.

Level Difficulty
DESIGNERS WHOSE PARTIES HAVE BEEN WIPED CANNOT GAIN DP FROM THIS CATEGORY!

ALL designers add the Difficulty total of their 12 Assets and rank themselves in descending order. Gain DP based 
on player count as per this chart below. Include designers with wiped parties in the ranking, but they don’t get any DP.

Catch-Up Bonus
DESIGNERS WHOSE PARTIES SURVIVED TO THE END CANNOT GAIN DP FROM THIS CATEGORY!

The last party to be wiped will earn its designer 4 VP, followed by 2 VP for the second last to be wiped. Any other 
wiped parties do not gain any bonus in this category. Tied parties will all get the bonus DP in full.

If tied, add the DPs and divide them equally, rounding down. If A & B tied for 3rd, both would get 2 DP because 3rd 
and 4th grant 3 DP, and 2 DP respectively. The total is divided among tied designers. Next in rank will be considered 5th.
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 For 2-designer games, the secondary abilities of Bid Cards value 1 and 2 will not work if both designers play 
any of the 2 cards at the same time. Example: Designer A chose to play Bid Card value 1, and Designer B chose to 
play Bid Card value 2. Designer B gets to go first in selecting an Asset, but both designers’ abilities do not trigger. 
Also, in 2 player games, still draw and reveal 3 Assets each turn during the Design Phase.

 For 5 and 6-designer games, each designer gets an additional 7th Bid Card with the value 7. This card can only 
be used once per game. It will never return to one’s hand, even if a designer plays the Bid Card value 3.

Player Scaling

Special Asset Reference

Game Index

Boss: This Asset has very high Threat values, and ignores all Hack abilities.

Merchant: You may change any two Cubes into any color(s) of your choice, except Yellow.

Shrine: Resurrect a dead party member of your choice, except Yellow.

Tavern: Add 1 Cube of any color to your party now, except Yellow.

Treasure: You may choose to change one Cube of your choice into a Yellow.

The designer always decides the order of resolving an Asset - be it Threat first, or Icon first.
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Quirk Card References

1. Have the most Assets with Boss. You may tie for it.

2. Complete at least 2 other Quirk Cards. (1 DP only!)

3. Have the most Assets with Treasure. You may tie for it.

4. Have the most Assets with Shrine. You may tie for it.
(Tokens are not considered!)

5. Have the most Assets with Tavern. You may tie for it.
(Tokens are not considered!)

6. Have the most difficult game level at end of game. You may tie for it.

7. Have the most Tokens on your level at end of game. You may tie for it.

8. Have the least Bid Cards in hand at end of Design Phase. You may tie for it.

9. Have the most Cave Assets of all. You may tie for it.

10. Have the most Dungeon Asset of all. You may tie for it.
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11. Have the most Outdoor Assets of all. You may tie for it.

12. Make a connection of at least 7 similar Asset types.

13. Have the most Special Assets of all. You may tie for it.

14. Do not use your Hack ability the entire game. (1 DP only!)

15. Have at least 3 different types of members alive in your party at end of game.

16. Have at least 3 Fighters alive in your party at end of game.

17. Have at least 3 Mages alive in your party at end of game.

18. Have at least 3 Healers alive in your party at end of game.

19. Have at least 2 Champions alive in your party at end of game.

20. Have at least 12 dead members in your party at end of game. (1 DP only!)
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Bid Card References

Value 1 - ADD NETWORK OBJECT
Put a Tavern Token onto the Asset you place this turn.
(More on Tavern Tokens Pg. 4)

Value 2 - EXTRA BETA KEY
Draw a Party Card now and add 1 Cube of that type to your party 
immediately.

Value 3 - SERVER REBOOT
Take back all your previously played Bid Cards including this. 
All other designers place their Assets face-down this turn. (See Pg. 5)

Value 4 - SERVER UPDATE
Draw 1 random Asset from the Drawbag and add it to the Asset Pool. 
Important: This ONLY happens right when it is your turn to choose.

Value 5 - SERVER TWEAK
You may swap the position of any two Assets on your Design Board with 
each other. 

Value 6 - EXTEND BETA OBJECT
Put a Shrine Token onto the Asset you place this turn.
(More on Shrine Tokens Pg.4)

Value 7 - WEEKEND OPEN BETA (ONLY for 5-6 designer games)
Draw a Party Card now and add all Cubes depicted on that card to your 
party immediately. This Bid Card will never return to your hand.

SPECIAL THANKS:
Game Design: Dominic Michael H.
Illustrator: Len Peralta
Adjunct Playtesters: John Lu, Jian Jaggi, Mirabelle Goh, Christian Stingl
Graphics Design: Kerin Ng
Premium Backers: Reserved
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